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Abstract: Hepatocellular adenoma (HCA) is a rare and benign liver tumor that affects predominantly
young and middle-aged women, especially between 30–40 years old. Liver adenomatosis (LA) is
defined as the presence of 10 or more HCA. There are authors that report eight different subtypes of
HCA, that correlates with clinical and histopathological features, being the inflammatory subtype the
most common. We present a case of a 32-year-old Caucasian woman with a history of self-limited
episodes of right abdominal pain and an abdominal ultrasound with multiple hypoechogenic liver
nodules, suspected of metastasis. She was taking combined oral contraceptive for 6 years. Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI) disclosed around 40 nodules, suggestive of HCA. Liver biopsy confirmed
HCA, inflammatory subtype. Oral contraceptive was stopped and control MRI 6 months later
disclosed reduction of nodules’ dimensions. Management of patients with LA should be based
on the size of the largest tumor, as clinical presentation and risk of bleeding or malignancy do not
differ between patients with single or multiple HCAs. However, even with biopsy, there is a risk of
missampling, raising concern about the real risk of bleeding and malignant potential in patients with
different subtypes coexisting in the same liver.
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1. Introduction

Hepatocellular adenoma (HCA) is a benign liver tumor that affects predominantly
young and middle-aged women, especially between 30–40 years old [1–5]. Although there
was an increase in HCAs frequency after the wide prescription of oral contraceptive pills
in the 1960s, HCA is still a rare tumor, being 10 times less common than focal nodular
hyperplasia [1,5]. The prevalence of HCAs ranges between 0.001 and 0.004% [3,6]. There is
a clear female predominance, with a female to male ratio of 10:1 [3,7]. Long term users of
oral contraceptive pills have a 30 to 40-fold increase in the incidence of HCA [1,2]. HCAs
incidence is also amplified in anabolic steroids users [8] and patients with elevated levels
of endogenously produced androgens or sex hormone imbalance [9,10]. Nonetheless, the
role of estrogen in the pathogenesis of HCA remains unclear [11].

Most commonly HCA are solitary lesions of the right liver lobe and can also be
exophytic [1,12]. Liver adenomatosis (LA) was first described by Monges et al. [13] and
Monaco et al. [14] in the early 1960s. The definition assumed since 1985, described by
Flejou et al. [15], refers to the presence of 10 or more HCA.

The majority of HCAs are discovered incidentally when patients are being evaluated
for other conditions; however, they can be symptomatic when the lesion reaches several
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centimeters, causing epigastric or right upper quadrant pain, and severe pain may even
precede bleeding [12].

Molecular classifications allowed a better understanding of the pathogenesis of HCA
and have been recently updated [3,16]. The Clinical Practice Guidelines published by the
European Association for the Study of the Liver (EASL), in 2016, reported four subtypes
of HCAs, according to genomic analysis [1]. Since then, new classifications are evolv-
ing [17–20] and now there are authors that report eight different subtypes of HCA, that
correlates with clinical and histopathological features, namely: (1) hepatocyte nuclear
factor 1A mutated HCA (H-HCA) accounting for 30 to 40% of HCAs and usually massively
steatotic [1,3]; (2) β-catenin activated HCAs with exon 3 mutations, associated with a higher
risk of malignant transformation; (3) β-catenin activated HCAs with exon 7 or 8 mutations,
associated with a lower risk of malignant transformation; (4) inflammatory HCA (I-HCA),
which occurs in 40–55% of cases and is characterized by mutations in either IL6ST, STAT3,
JAK1, GNAS, FRK, or IL6, somatic alterations, and is associated with metabolic syndrome
and alcohol intake; (5) sonic hedgehog activated HCA (shHCA) with aberrant overex-
pression of GLI1. The last three subtypes are mixed inflammatory HCA with activated
β-catenin, with (6) a mutation in exon 3 or (7) in exon 7/8 of the CTNNB1 gene and (8) the
tumors that remained unclassified (U-HCA) [1,3,17–20]. In LA the most common lesions
encountered are the I-HCA [3].

As seen, according to the HCA subtype, they may have the potential for complications
with risk of bleeding and malignant transformation [1,21,22]. The risk of rupture and, hence,
hemorrhage is highest in lesions >5 cm [23]. The cutoff of 5 cm is also clinically relevant
for its higher risk of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) development [1]. Male sex has a
larger risk of malignant transformation [24], which may traduce the greater percentage of
β-catenin activated HCA subtype in this group of patients [25].

Nowadays, the different tumor subtypes of HCA can be frequently identified by
imaging characteristics, allowing for non-invasive stratification of their risk of bleeding and
malignant transformation. Though multiple imaging techniques guide clinical hypothesis,
only biopsy or surgical resection allow confirmation of the HCA subtype [12].

2. Case Report

We present a case of a 32-year-old Caucasian woman referred to hepatology consul-
tation with a history of self-limited episodes of right abdominal pain for several months
and an abdominal ultrasound showing hepatomegaly and multiple hypoechogenic liver
nodules, suspected of metastasis. There were no history of weight loss, anorexia, or other
accompanying symptoms. Four years before she had an abdominal ultrasound without any
liver nodule. She was taking combined oral contraceptive for 6 years and had a personal
history of gallstones, that led to cholecystectomy in 2015.

Liver biochemical work-up showed a cholestatic pattern (AST 27 U/L, ALT 35 U/L,
alkaline phosphatase 131 U/L, È-glutamyl transferase 108 U/L, normal bilirrubin). Re-
maining analytical workup was normal, with negative tumoral markers (alpha-fetoprotein
(AFP), CA125, CA15-3, CA19-9, CEA and B2-microglobulin).

MRI showed hepatomegaly of 19.5 cm in longitudinal diameter, without morphologi-
cal alterations and with regular borders; the sign intensity was heterogeneous, given the
presence of around 40 nodular lesions, dispersed along the parenchyma. The largest lesions
were in segment VIII (37 mm), segment II (24 mm) and segment VII (24 mm). They were
well-delimited lesions, hyperintense on T2-weighted sequences, practically imperceptible
on T1-weighted sequences, one of them with partial loss of signal in the chemical opposition
of fat, translating the presence of intracellular fat, with restriction in diffusion but without
hyposignal in the ADC map—suggesting benign lesions (Figure 1). There were no other
alterations worth of notice.
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Figure 1. Images at diagnosis. (a,b) Coronal T2-weighted image, showing multiple nodular lesions
with bilobar distribution, hyperintense on T2-WI. (c,d) On arterial axial T1-weighted GRE 3D FS
image, the lesions show high signal intensity compared with surrounding liver parenchyma. (e) axial
T1-weighted 3D GRE FS—the lesions are hypointense on 20-min delayed hepatobiliary phase image,
with hepatospecific contrast (Gd-EOB-DTPA), because of the lack of normal functioning hepatocytes.

To establish the definitive diagnosis an ultrasound-guided liver biopsy was performed.
Histologic assessment showed two portal spaces, hepatic parenchyma with sinusoidal
dilation and congestion, discrete to moderate inflammatory infiltrate, with lymphocyte
predominance (Figure 2a—Hematoxylin and Eosin staining). Arteries had thickened
walls, without accompanying bile ducts and with ductular proliferation. There were
no atypical hepatocytes. Immunohistochemistry disclosed positive serum amyloid A,
positive membrane β-catenin staining and negative glutamine synthetase (Figure 2b—
immunostaining (GS and CD34 not available). With that information, we were able to make
the final diagnosis of hepatic adenomatosis, inflammatory subtype.
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portal structures while retaining the trabecular architecture of the hepatocytes. The trabeculae are 

not thickened. There is inflammation and prominent sinusoidal dilatation. (b) Tumour cells express-

ing SAA (serum Amyloid A) and LFABP (liver fatty acid binding protein). β-catenin expression is 

restricted to the cell membrane. In the setting of an hepatic adenoma, this immunohistochemical 

profile is consistent with the inflammatory subtype. CK7 stain demonstrates the presence of bile 

ductules, typical of this subtype. 

Figure 2. (a) Hematoxylin and Eosin, 100×. Liver biopsy showing an hepatocellular lesion lacking
portal structures while retaining the trabecular architecture of the hepatocytes. The trabeculae are not
thickened. There is inflammation and prominent sinusoidal dilatation. (b) Tumour cells expressing
SAA (serum Amyloid A) and LFABP (liver fatty acid binding protein). β-catenin expression is
restricted to the cell membrane. In the setting of an hepatic adenoma, this immunohistochemical
profile is consistent with the inflammatory subtype. CK7 stain demonstrates the presence of bile
ductules, typical of this subtype.

The case was discussed in a hepato-biliary multidisciplinary group and was decided
to discontinue oral contraceptives and maintain surveillance at 6 months.

The MRI 6 months later showed a global decrease of the largest nodules, ranging from
a 3 to 9 mm reduction (Figure 3). She has been followed for two years now and the lesions
are stable, with roughly the same dimensions.
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Figure 3. Re-evaluation, comparative with Figure 1, dimensional improvement of nodular lesions;
(a,b) Coronal section, lesion is hyperintense on T2-weighted image; (c,d) Axial GRE 3D FS T1-
weighted sequence post-Gadoxetic acid intravenous administration at arterial phase, with hyperin-
tense lesions.

3. Discussion

This case highlights the challenges when facing multiple hypoechoic nodules in a
young woman. The first imaging method performed is usually an ultrasound [3]. On
ultrasound HCA appear as hypo, iso, or hyperechoic nodule, depending on the fat content
and presence of intralesional hemorrhage [26], as so, it has limited utility in diagnosing
HCA [27]. On the other side, on computed tomography (CT), HCA appear as a round lesion,
with late enhancing peripheral capsule [27]. The main differential diagnosis for HCA is
focal nodular hyperplasia (FNH), a benign lesion that rarely requires surgical resection [28].
Small HCA lesions on CT tend to homogenously enhance on arterial phase, while larger
lesions may enhance heterogeneously due to areas of necrosis [27]. At CT, simple HCA
are commonly isodense with the surrounding liver on unenhanced CT, become visible in
the arterial phase with a homogeneous blush of contrast enhancement, and then fade to
isodensity in the portal or delayed phase [26].

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (RMI) is the most sensitive imaging method to diagnose
HCA [1] and it is also more sensitive in detecting subtle hemorrhage on T1-weighted
imaging [27]. Nonetheless, in some cases, it can be difficult to distinguish HCA from FNH.
Use of contrast agents facilitate this distinction and even aid in subtype differentiation.
Inflammatory HCA can be specifically identified using MRI: they are characterized by their
telangiectatic features, a strong hyperintense signal on T2-weighted images (as strong as
the signal of the spleen), which may be either diffuse or as a rim-like band in the periphery
of the lesion and defines the atoll sign. On T1-weighted sequences, lesion signal intensity is
variably iso- to hyperintense [1]. H-HCA on MRI appears as a diffuse and homogeneous
signal dropout on out-of-phase T1 imaging [29]. The other subtypes, especially β-catenin
activated, do not have specific signs on MRI and cannot be differentiated from HCC [1,29].
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When there are no specific imaging characteristics, biopsy is mandatory to exclude
dysplasia and establish the subtype. Pathology study allows classification of the subtype
based on the use of an immunohistochemical panel, that commonly includes Liver Fatty
Acid-Binding Protein (LFABP), serum amyloid A (SAA), C-reactive protein (CRP), beta-
catenin (BC), and glutamine synthetase (GS) in tandem with attention to the histological
features of the tumor and non-tumor liver [30].

I-HCA has varying degrees of inflammatory infiltrate, ductular proliferation and
telangiectasia; is also most likely to arise in a liver showing adjacent changes of steatosis
and steatohepatitis [31]. Immunohistochemical analysis using both SAA and CRP can be
used for the diagnosis of I-HCA, two acute phase reactants overexpressed in the adenoma
hepatocyte cytoplasm; however, some authors state that CRP is more reliable than SAA
with more consistent and stronger staining patterns [28,30,32].

As LA is a rare entity and has a heterogeneous clinical course, its management imposes
a multidisciplinary approach. According to the EASL clinical practice guidelines, in a
general picture, the management must consider the gender and the size of the biggest
lesion, independently of how many lesions there is [1]. However, even with biopsy, the real
risk of bleeding and malignant potential in a liver with >40 nodules is unknown.

In patients under oral contraceptive pills with single or multiple tumors, the first
therapeutic approach passes by its withdrawal and imaging surveillance [1,16]. Cessation
of exogenous hormone replacement therapies frequently causes a near-total to complete
regression in the size of the tumor [16]. Asymptomatic patients with tumors smaller
than 5 cm generally have a benign and uncomplicated clinical course, so conservative
management with surveillance has been suggested [28,30]. In the absence of worrisome
features, follow-up with CT or MRI every 6 months for the first 2 years and annually
thereafter is an acceptable approach [16,33]. However, the duration of follow-up is not
fully established, and some authors advocate that follow-up must be carried out until
menopause in women [33]. In men, given the higher incidence of malignant transformation
of HCA, resection or curative treatment always is recommended (see below) [1]. No
follow-up recommendation can be found regarding non curative treatment of HCA in men.
Historically women have been advised against pregnancy; however, although pregnancy
may be associated with an increased risk of HCA complications, the presence of small
asymptomatic HCA is not an absolute contraindication for pregnancy [16].

Surgical resection is recommended for patients at risk of developing complications,
namely lesions >5 cm, HCA increasing in size during follow-up and β-catenin subtype
(especially exon 3). It is also recommended on male gender, rising levels of AFP, imaging
suspicious for malignancy or inability to rule out HCC, or when dysplasia is present on
biopsy [16,34].

The number of lesions has not been associated with an additional risk of complications,
so it is acceptable to follow these same criteria for surgical resection, even when there
are multiple lesions [1,33,34], as is the case of this patient. Timing of resection must be
considered, according to current guidelines, in patients with HCA > 5 cm and whose tumor
does not regress, or even progresses, during the 6-month interval following interruption
of oral contraceptives [33]. However, some authors advocate a longer surveillance period
before considering surgery, of up to 12 months, as many patients have longer time to
regression to <5 cm, especially with larger tumors [33,35].

Surgical resection must be adapted according to the number and distribution of
lesions. When HCAs are localized, they can be treated with hepatectomy (minor or major
hepatectomies), while resection of the largest adenoma may be the choice towards a
widespread HCA’s distribution [1,3]. Efficacy and safety of laparoscopic liver resection
is comparable to laparotomy, with no differences in postoperative morbidity. However,
laparoscopic approach may be limited by lesion size and location [16,33].

Transarterial embolization (TAE) is a first option in the management of hemody-
namically stable patients with bleeding HCA and can also be performed electively as
an alternative to surgical intervention [16,36]. Surgery may be avoided in up to 45% of
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patients when using TAE [37]. Other alternatives, such as thermal ablation (microwave and
radiofrequency), may be considered in specialized centers, for patients that are not surgical
candidates due to clinical or technical reasons [16,38,39]. Thermal ablation for small tumors
(<5 cm) seems to have a similar complication rate to surgery and embolization [38], but
further head-to-head studies are needed to access safety and efficacy.

Liver transplantation for LA is restricted to very selected situations [4,16], with the
main indication being the presence of multiple lesions with suspicious or proven malignant
transformation, not amenable to surgical resection [16]. Another indication is the presence
of a portosystemic venous shunt [16]. An algorithm comprising diagnosis and treatment is
proposed (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Algorithm with proposed diagnosis and treatment.

In this case the diagnosis was performed two years ago, and the patient showed an
important reduction in HCA size 6 months after stopping oral contraceptive pills. The
lesions are now stable, with roughly the same dimensions after one year of follow-up and
she remains asymptomatic.

As described by Barbier et al., on the longest follow-up study of LA’s patients (26 years),
13% different subtypes coexisted in the same liver, although most HCA subtypes were
homogenous [3]. The controversial aspect is the management approach in a patient with
>40 lesions, as in this case, since biopsy has a limited diagnosis accuracy of the subtype,
given the inability to sample all the lesions.

4. Conclusions

LA is a rare disease, that affects predominantly women between 30–40 years old. The
inflammatory subtype is the most common subtype. Approach to HCA is based on gender
and the size of the biggest lesion, independently of how many lesions there is. However,
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even with biopsy, the real risk of bleeding and malignant potential in a liver with >40
nodules is unknown, as there are cases of patients with different subtypes coexisting in the
same liver.
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